Community Council 2/11/20

Karen Winter - School Board, Andrea Lindsey
Brian Fuller, David Beck, David Dunn, Michelle Asay

PBG Discussion (Scaffolding Supports)

Parents --
- Like the ideal of mastery learning,
- Pick and choose which classes are going to do it makes it very hard
- Things are not equal from class to class
- 21% of Granger teachers are currently
- Flex time?
- Is there a place to see lesson plans for teachers helps

Board Members --
- May have had the cart before the horse
- Some teachers understand or have been trained. Others have not this is a challenging
- Teachers need more training
- Dawn Houser now at the district is not over PBL
- There are banks that have rubrics and standards pre-made, assessment banks
- Rubrics need to be in place prior to an assessment so that students know the expectation

Dr. Dunn --
- Teachers accept the philosophy
- Language Arts is working through some concerns and the changes in their grading
- We have a 4 year plan

Removal books from required reading
- Mrs. Rupp request that other counsel members consider reading the book Unwind and file a request to remove.

Digital Citizenship
- It was reported that the school network system has the needed filters for protecting our students while on the internet.

Trust Lands Budget
- Spending the bulk of our funds on lower class sizes in core ELA and Math
- ACT Prep classes - After school for 7 weeks -- 2:30-4:30 each Thursday
- Avid Conference
We will take a vote next month

*The school purchased each student who is taking the ACT prep class an ACT prep Book.

Counseling Office Update
   Class selection is underway

Title 1 -- Dr. Dunn
   Cottonwood may now qualify
   There are concerns about the amount of continued funding.